Event evolution is the most challenging task now days. There are series of events which are incident in a sequence and event evolution is used to arrange and show these events in the exact way as they occur. Lack of appropriate integration between events information causes severe problem as they misguide users.
INTRODUCTION
Now a day's almost all news channels published their news in electronic versions also. Users of online news are increasing rapidly due to lake of time for reading hard copy of newspapers. Theses news also is available on various search engines and they will update the recent events as soon as they occur. Updating news straight away is the major issue and lots of research is continuously performed in this field. However, it also generates tremendous volume of news text stream. Managing interpreting, and analyzing such a huge volume of information is a difficult task. Techniques that are capable of extracting the underlying structure of the news events are desired. They are helpful for user to understand the evolution of events on the same topic. Event is something that happens at some specific time. Although user are able to capture the major events. There are several techniques present for event evaluation, this paper focused on TDT (Topic Detection and tracking).
TDT are used to discover topic wise data and the information is collected from various sources and may be from different language The TDT technique have been attempting to detecting or clustering news stories into these events, without defining or interpreting the association between these events. To present the development process of incident, we must model this kind of associations between events, which we define as event evolutions. This paper focused on all major components of event evaluation and shows the future direction in this field.
Section II focused on work done in the field of event evolution, Section III based of various challenges in the field of Event evolution and proposed model for efficient event evolution, Section IV is a conclusion part.
BACKGROUND
Due to the popularity of the Internet, most news stories have electronic versions published on newswires. Retrieving news of the same topic from multiple sources and keeping information updated becomes more convenient and easier. Techniques that are capable of extracting the underlying structure of the news events are desired. They are helpful to understand the evolution of events on the same topic. The most important task in our proposed system is to construct the event evolution graph for identifying the event evolution relationships from the events.TDT is used to detect topics and tracking all necessary information related to it.
TDT:
In TDT, collected documents which contain information related to events are stored in hierarchical form. The main advantage of data store in hierarchical form is it is very easy to search data and time complexity of hierarchical data is less than linear data. Data in TDT is stored in the form of tree. There must be one root node which shows/indicate specific topic for news.
For example, movies, bollywood, jokes, etc. The subparts of root are various events which belong to that category. Figure.1 shows the example for TDT , the root for TDT is news, news are divided into various topics, Example Jokes,bollywood,movies and recipe then the subtopics are also divided into another level known as events. The leaf node of TDT tree is episode which contains main data.TDT is used to show events only not the sequence of events or relationship between them. 
Event Evolution Graph:
Event Evolution Graph represents the relationship between events. Events are some process which are some process which happens at some specific time.TDT technique uses to detecting or clustering new stories into these events, but not focused on the association between the events. The relationships between events are important in event evolution because it shows the sequence of events. Event evolution graph is used to show relationship between events in well defined structure figure 2 shows event evolution graph.
Fig. 2. Event Evolution Graph

2.2.1.Application of Event evolution
Graphs:
1. We may integrate the event evolution graphs with automatic summarization and named entity recognition techniques to provide a well-equipped web news information agency.
2.
The named entity recognition techniques extract the names of persons or organizations and locations involved in an event. As a result, users can easily track the persons, organizations.
3. The interconnectivity of the graph structure can also support the construction of a convenient informationbrowsing platform for users.
Event episode Identification:
Event Episode Identification is a technique to identify events and episodes related to them. There are several steps present for this task: 
Feature Extraction:
In feature extraction technique system parses the documents in each document sequence to produce a list of nouns and noun phrases that exclude a set of pre-specified stop words. 
Feature Selection:
For each document sequence, the feature selection phase select the top k-feature with the highest feature selection metric score to represent the documents in the document sequence.
Document Representation:
In the document representation phase, each document is then representing using the representative feature selected for the document sequence to which that document belongs.
Document Clustering:
The documents clustering phase generates episode as cluster of documents. A clustering algorithm is based on a measure of the similarity between the documents to be clustered and similarity is based on the representing feature vector.
Event Relationship Construction:
The Input for event relationship construction will be the Output of the first phase i.e. Event Episode Identification. This phase mainly include three sub-phases: A. Modeling Event evolution Relationship B. Pruning Event Evolution Graph C. Evolution Measures.
It should be noted that there are some online sources of well -generated news events. These sources after preprocessing, can serve as input to our proposed event evolution technique.
A. Modeling Event Evolution Relationships:
In modeling event evolution relationships, we propose to utilize 
Vector space:
The vector space model use to measure the relatedness of events.
Event term vector:
In this case, we treat an event as a collection of stories/event episodes and view the information content of that event as the average of the term vectors of its stories. Thus, the content similarity between two events is the cosine similarity of their event term vectors.
Temporal proximity:
If two events are temporally close, an event evolution between them is more likely to exist. We use the temporal proximity between events to measure their relative temporal distance between two events.
Document Distributional Proximity:
The document distributional proximity is similar to temporal proximity except that it substitutes the time with the distribution of documents.
B. Pruning Event Evolution Graphs:
Given a complete graph with directed edges for each pair of events, a pruning method removes those directed edges corresponding to invalid or weak event evolution relationships and generates an event evolution graph. There are three pruning methods, namely, 1. Static Thresholding.
2. Static Pruning.
3. Dynamic pruning.
The pruning of directed edges depends on the value of event evolution scores and the degree of event threading and event joining.
C. Evaluation Measures:
We adopt the measurement of precision and recall for our evaluation.
1) Precision (P):
It is the ratio of the number of true and valid event evolution relationships retrieved by the automatic system to the total number of event evolution Relationships retrieved by the automatic system.
2)
Recall( R ):
It is the ratio of the number of true and valid event evolution relationships retrieved by the automatic system to the total number of true and valid event evolution relationships interprets manually.
CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Event Evolution can be performed using TDT & Event evolution graph but the major part of event evolution are events. If information is not collected properly for each event then we can't find out the efficient output for Event Evolution. The major challenges of Event Evolution are: Collection of events, Validation of events and Publishing of an event.
(a) Collection of Events:
The central concept of event evolution is events and the result efficiency based on event collection. For any incident the whole information (event) must be collected because each and every event has same priority.
(b) Validation of Events:
All collected events must be validated properly because any incorrect information may change the scenario of event.
(c) Publishing of event:
When events are supposed to be published they must be published properly and in a proper sequence Example shows the event evolution process for Bodhgaya bomb blast. This example covers all the steps (phases) which are involved in Event Evolution.
3.1.Example: Serial Blast in Bodh Gaya
Fig. 4. Serial Blast in Bodh Gaya
Serial Blast in Bodh Gaya
Mahabodhi Temple Blast around the Mahabodhi temple complex and UNESCO world heritage site in Bodh Gaya: (7 th July 2013) On 7 th July 2013, ten bombs exploded between 5:30 and 6.00 IST, at that time in the temple Sutra Chantry and meditation was running, because this time was the beginning time of their daily routine.Mahabodhi Mahavihara is an ancient and most famous temple for Buddhist. In this serrate place there is a holy Bodhi tree where Gautama Buddha is believed to have attained enlightenment.
There are 10 bomb blasts that occurred and 3 bombs got diffused by bomb disposal squard.The main incidents of these blasts have occurred in following sequence: EV1: On 7 th July 2013, the news regarding bomb blast in Mahabodhi Temple complex spread out. EV2: News regarding 9 bomb explosions has founded. EV3: There were 4 blasts occurred within the Mahabodhi temple complex. EV4: There were 5 bomb blasts occurred in Gaya, in a 500-meter radius of Mahabodhi temple complex. EV5: 3 bombs were diffused by bomb disposal squad. EV6: On 8 th July 2013, Indian home minister Mr.Sushil Kumar Shinde said that there had actually been ten blasts.
Sequence of each event i.e. EV 1 to EV 6 can be divided multiple events or sub events. Due to the popularity of the Internet, most news stories have electronic versions published on newswires. Retrieving news of the same topic from multiple sources and keeping information updated becomes more convenient and easier. Techniques that are capable of extracting the underlying structure of the news events are desired. They are helpful to understand the evolution of events on the same topic. The most important task in our proposed system is to construct the event evolution graph for identifying the event evolution relationships from the events.
In our proposed system first we identify event episodes for given a set of document sequence D pertaining to the same event type. Certain event episodes within D occur frequently and possess specific temporal relationships. After identification of an event episode we construct an event evolution graph. An event evolution graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) consisting of events as the nodes and event evolution relationships as the directed edges between nodes. Given a set of n distinct news stories(here we story is referred as an event episode) S = {s 1 , s 2 ,…,s n } on a given news topic, we have a set of m events E = {e 1 ,e 2 ,….,e n } and their event timestamps T = {t 1 ,t 2 ,….t n } = τ(e i ). Each story is assigned to one of the m events. A directed edge from vertex e i to e j is created in the event evolution graph if there is an event evolution relationship from e i to e j . Event e i is the parent of event e j and event e i is the child of event e i . L is the set of event evolution relationships, L = {(e i , e j ) where e i , e j  E. Therefore, the event evolution graph G is a directed acyclic graph, G = {E, L}.
CONCLUSION
The events together with their relationships are used to build a well-defined structure, event evolution graph which presents the blueprint of a news topic. Such event evolution graphs show the sophisticated event interrelationships in a graphical structure for easy navigation and browsing. Accordingly, users are able to capture the major events and understand the flow of the stories within the incident. The work can be extended to design an EP discovery technique that for mining EP from document sequence. EPET technique employs an EP-based filtering mechanism which is used for event tracking. So discovered episodes we present in evolutionary graph. EPET technique provides better tracking than traditional ET-technique.
